Dear Voter/Inhabitant!
Did you know?
Your vote for elections 2014 lays your life into eternal destruction due to conspiracy that lies in ambush for you in
the political party that you always or are going to vote for.
Your vote has got the power and might grant final permission for your public slaughter through providing legal
rights for all social ills you started to experience after 1994 and more additional ones you may never know of.
Your vote in elections 2014 could possibly lock you behind bars for your lifetime right in the midst of your
freedom and comfort of your home whereby you will be tortured under the mandate of constitutional law and end
up being slaughtered without anyone to help you.
The person behind this conspiracy is Satan, but he does not do this by himself, but he is working through a chain
that starts with him and ends up with you and hell. Your government that you are going to vote for is in that
chain aimed at your complete destruction.
It is
himself in the first place, and he has organised the people who are controlling everything even your
government and those people are called
, And these illuminati people control and guide your
government in the ways of the devil whereby they are preparing the environment, and the people for the one world
order whereby one world government that belongs to Satan will be formed and all people will be forced to worship
Satan and killed if they refused, and lastly your
is using
to implement that goal through
the democratic rights, freedoms and laws. And the high percentage of you have already been converted for one
world government without you knowing it since 1994 to date.
The reason why you can not realize or rather agree is because you are already hypnotised for the same purpose.
But in spite of all that, steady but surely, people must expect and be in readiness for the dominance and
legalization of satanic rituals which are at a moment masked and referred to as social ills. The painful and a sad
thing about it is that all is going to be made possible by your vote for any democratic party including the ruling
party.
What you must expect after the elections 2014 is the dominance of Satanic rituals some of which are already in
process of being performed even though some are still dormant or in the pipeline.
Those Satanic rituals involves a situations whereby: children will slaughter their parents, using certain parts of
their bodies and drink their blood as well. Expect crime, rape, strikes, drugs and alcohol and bloodshed to be
legalized to a certain extent.
Therefore voting for any democratic party will ensure that all the above mentioned satanic rituals and many more
occur without any delay.
It will be difficult for the people who are already under hypnosis to understand and accept this.
That is how you will find a different between those people who have already crossed the line and those who are
still before the line.
Urgent Meeting and discussion about this issue is required before elections 2014 takes place. Don’t hesitate to
contact us because something can still be done:
Pass this message on to others, meet and talk about it, do something about it urgently before you or your
relative is sacrificed on Satan’s alter in any form possible! e.g. : slaughtered, car accident, strike, ritual rape
etc.
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